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Abstract. In this paper we study the lattice L, of partitions of an integer n ordered by domi- 
nance. We show L, to be isomorphic t 3 an infimum srlbsemilattice under the component order- 
ing of certain concave nondecreasing (n+ 1)-tuples. Fc ,r L,, we give the covering relation, max- 
imal covering number, minimal chains, iafimum anr’ suptemum irreducibles, a chain condition, 
distinguished intervals; and show that partition conjugation is a lattice antiautomorphism. L, 
is shown to have no sublattice having five elements and rank two, and we characterize intervals 
generated by two cocovers. The Mobius function of L, is computed and shown to be 0.1 or 
-1. We then give methods for studying classes of (O,l)-matlrices wirh prescribed row and col- 
umn sums and compute a lower bound for their cardinalities. 
1. In troche tion 
The study of partitions of an integer has been carried on with great 
interest since the time of Euler. Various clever devices uch as generat- 
ing functions and Ferrers diagrams (and more generally Young tableaux) 
have yielded a few results. Analytic and algebraic methods (especially 
those related to the symmetric group) have also been successfully em- 
ployed. 
TWO concepts which recur whenever partitions are studied are that 
of the conjugate partition (see Definition 2.7) and that of some order- 
ing on the partitions. Orderings which h::ve appeared in the literature 
include the lexicograp hio order, the refinement order induced from the 
lattice of partitions of a.1 /i-element set, and the ordering of Dominance 
or majorization @et&d in Proposition 2.2). The kxicographic order, 
being a total order, is too strong to give insight into the structure of 
integer partitions and seems to ha;de no connection with the operation 
of conjugation. The refinement order also has no relation with conjuga 
tion and has the added disadvantage of not being a lattice ordering. In 
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the following section, we show that the d.ominance ordering on parti- 
tions of an integer I? gives a lattice i, on which conjugation is an anti- 
automo;rplkm. We then explore the lattice properties of L, . .4 reason 
by bc hopeful that the lattice methods will be fruitful is that ordered 
integer partitions (sequences of positive integers with sum 12) and parti- 
tions of an n-element set both have associated lattices from which many 
of their properties may be inferred. For example, the Mobius function 
is easiiy computed for both lattices thereby facilitating the solution of 
many zounting prtiblems. 
We are also interested in the dominance ordering because of its many 
(occasionally implicit) appearances in the literature. Some examples 
follow. 
f 1‘(1 T’he Gale-Ryser Thleorem [ 51 states that the number of ma- 
X~XS +jith row sum vector, CY and column sum vector p is nonempty 
if a& only if the partitic;l conjugate to (II dominates the partition p. 
Hii Section ‘4 we extend this theorem by giving a lower bound for the 
nun ber of’ such matrices. 
(2) In thle expansion {al = ZPE L J&,, k, of the Schur symmetric 
ftltnctiaon {a!) in terms of the monomial symmetric functions $, we 
hr,ve K,, # 0 if and only if or dominates /3. The lattice ordering in L, 
nfkcts other identities involving symmetric functions. In fact, the 
l3otibilet inversion formula [ 11 reiating the Schur functions and the 
dompletc homogeneous symmetric functions can be viewed as taking 
place in the incidence algebra ssociated with L, . 
(3) For two nonnegatk integer k-tuples v and w, v is the average 
of IV if for some doubly stochastic matrix JM, v = J4 w. Then u is the 
average of MI if and only if, when the entries of both 3 and w are per- 
muted so rhat each is nondecreasing and then filled out with zeros 
to form partitions of M, the partition W corresponding to w dominates 
the partition V corresponding to v [ 21. Further, Muirhead’s inequ;!ity 
[ 3 1 stales that i% dominates U if and only if for all nonnegative num- -_ 
. 
ITS -t-l , . . . . “k , the symmetric mean [u] = l/k! ZaESk~yu(l) .. . x:o(~) 
- is lebs than or equal to the symmetric mean [w] . 
(4) If A(Q) aqd A(/?) are two partition (transitive permutation) char- 
acters of tk symmetric group Sn, then A(p) -A(a) is zero or a proper 
aracter if and only if QI dominates /3 (see [ 31). 
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(5) If A* (p) denotes the product of the partitio:~ character A{$) of 
S,l with the altematin: character. then the inner product (A(Q), A* (01) 
is nonzero if and only if the partition conjugate to 0 dominates the 
partition c ( see [ 61). 
In Section 2, we explore the lattice structure of L,, by considering 
an isomorphic lattice. name1 the lattice 0f certain concave increasing 
(n + I)-tuples under the component Drdering. L,, is thus shown to he 
an infimum subsemilattice f a product of chains. 
We characterize the covering relation in L,3 and base our investiga- 
tions on this useful too?. (This covering relation bears a close but un- 
explored resemblance to the Young raising operator.) We are able to 
determine the maximal covering number and minimal height of L,, 
and to characterize the supremum and (irifimum) irreducible partitions 
of cz. Sl~h subsets of L,, as the collectio:i of all partitions of 12 inlo y 
parts with largest part k are shown to be intervals of L, but are not 
further studied. We then show that L,, cannot have the five-element 
modular nondistributive lattice 3s a sublatrice; this result suggests that 
there may be some connection between the theory of integer parti- 
tion lattices and the theory of distributive lattrces. Further evidence 
for the existence of such a relationship is found in Section 3 where we 
explon: the logal structure of L, by classifying smal1 intervals. Our ob- 
servations along these ;ines, together with the theory of [4], show 
that the Miibius function of L,, takes on only the values 0, 1 or -- 1, 
as does the Mobius function of a distributive lattice. 
It is hoped that some of these results r~ay find applicarions in the 
study of the symmetric group or other algebraic objects. For example, 
the order dual of L,, is the lattice of sequences whose first and second 
order differences are positive. It is then natural to consider, as Pro- 
fessor G.-C. Rota has suggested, sequences whose first tc izth order 
differences are positive and to compute the Mijbius fp.:nctions of the 
corresponding lattices. The resulting informatior could then perhaps 
be used to characterize ordered algebras. We hope to explore this in 
a future paper. 
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2. The structure of the latke sf integer partitions 
IBPQitio~~ 2.1. An rtpzrfiL9r? a = (a r , “.. ,a, ) is an n-tupPe of nonincreas- 
ing rosnwnugdive ntegers uch tnat Zyzl ai = n. When no confusion can 
arise, we wilt delete zeros writing Q = (a 1, . . . , aI) if aj+ 1 = “.. != a, = 0. To 
every a corresponds auni.que associated (n + 1 )-&cple 6 J: (Go, ii, , .* _, ii,) 
such that&e = 0 and iii = Zj= 1 a/. Then associated I(12 + R )I-tuples are 
characterized as vectors of nondecreasing, concave (n + l)-tu@ with 
fir~ilr entry 0 and last entry PI (i.e.,$ <, Bi+l and Z%, 2 ii+1 + ai_ 1 ). 
GiVUl Iill (92 *t 1 )-tuplc /j = (&J In . . . , b, ), we can recover p since bj r= 6,-b,_, . 
Further,, fl is nonnegative iff B is nondecreasing; /3 is nonincreasing iff 
b is concave; and 6, = yt i ff 2=$ L bi = kp. 
Proposi:io~~ 2.2. Tire SSP of’all associated (n t- 1 )-tuples form an in- 
_fimum subsernilattice L, of the Cartesian product P, + 1 01’ the integer 
0,91-- 1 copies of the (92 + II )-c:hain [ 0, n] and the intqer n (under the 
mrnpone9tt otddtig). This iriduces a lattice order called dominance or 
majoricarion on the set ofsrll n-partitions,. where 1 =: (n, tZ3 ..,, 0) ; 
0 = (I. ( . ..J h);la 2 pt ifj- 
CJ ud hence 
Pkrsof. This is straigMfoL:ward after we note that the minimum of two 
r: ondecreasing conc2,ve A,mctions is nondecreasing and ccncave. 
2. a”he structtire of the lattice of integer partitions 20s 
u 2 p’, there exists p prescribed by ()(c) or (**j such that Q > /I 2 p’. Let 
i be any integer such that aj > bi. Then Gj > 6; since hj_ 1 2 bj-_ 1 , Also 
aj > 1 since if aj = 1, then bi = 0 and (ii > 6; = t2. NOW consider aj.+ 1 : 
~se1:aj=aj+l.Thenajt.1=aj>b;:2b~+1,sothat~j+1 >bi+l an3 
++I > 1, and we proceed considering aj+i instead of aj. This situation 
cannot exist indefinitely since &,, = bJ, = n. 
Case 2: aj-L.lj+l 2 2. Then letting bj = ~j--1, bj+l = aj+l -+ 1 and all 
other bi = ai, P is a prescribed (*) partitian e 
CQYrZ3:aj=aj+l + l.Thenbj+t <bi<iZi_l =aj+l,sothatdj+l >&I+1 
while aj+ 1 2 1. Let k be the smallest integer such that ak < aj+l . For 
allj<i<k,iit>giSinCeQi=aj+l >bj+l 3b;.Ifak_!-ak2?,weare 
dOIN? by Case 2 while if &fk _ 1 -ak = 1, we can let bj = aj- 1, bk = ak + 1 
and we have a /I which satisfies (e* j. 
CorolLary 2.4. dn L,, the maximum numb-dr of elements one element 
can cover is C(A) = [ 3(4( 1+8n)- 3)] and #an element which covers this 
number of elements is given by (c+i, c, c-1, . . . . 3,2,1), where 1 <_ i<_ c+2. 
Proof. No partition at can cover more elements than the number of 
times L?j > ai+ l and, in fact, it must be ‘ness than the number of strict 
consecutive inequalities unless aj --aj+ 1 2 2 for all fZj > Qi+ 1 . 
Corollary 2.5.h L,, the supremwm irreducibles are partitions ~>f the 
form (k, . . . . k), (k, . . . . k, k-l, . . . . k-l), (k, . . . . k, 1, ..*, 1) OY (k+2,, O.., 
k+l, . . . . k+ 1, 1, . . . . 1 j, where k > 1. The infimum irreducibles arc of the 
form (m, #.., m), (k, . . . . k, m) O-P (k, m, ..,,, m), where n > k >b m 2 1 or of 
the form (k, m, m, . . . . m, q), where n > k >- m > q 2 1 and m appears at 
least twice. 
Corollary 2.6. For n > 2, a saturated chain in L, from 0 to 1 has length 
greater than or equal to 211-3. 0ne such rvtdinimal length saturaied chain 
is given by partitions of the form (k, 1, ...4 1 j for all k, and (p, 2, I , . . . , I ) 
for all p E [ 2, n-23. 
nition 2.7. The 6 egret? d(a) of a equals the number of nonzero ai; 
a---k is the FH-partition whose ih component is max(ai--k, 0); and the 
dual or conjuga’e IY* of Q is the n-partition (d(a), d(aq ), . . ..d(a-k+ l), 
. ..j = (d(a), (a-l)* j, so that a;,l 
--. 
= d(cu--k), the numbers Of Ui whia;n are 
greater than k. Note that if M(a) is the capnonical n x n O-1 atrix with 
row sum vector equal to G! and no 0 lying to the left of a 11, then 
M(cw*) = (M(# and in particular the column sum vector of M(cw) is cy* . 
I-i ‘cecx** = CL Further, iM(rr-4) ir; an upper left submatrix of M(cr) 
after its first k columns have been deleted. 
Proposition 23. If (Y is iii (*) (or (**)) cG i/‘eP of /3, them p* is a ( or *) (or ‘;*), 
respecr%ely) cover of a’*. Hence G?ulzlity is an antiaulomorphism 0Jp L,. 
Proof. This is routine. Note, for example, that if CY > P by (*), then for 
some llj-llj+l _ > 2, bj = aj- I, bj+ 1 z aj+ 1 + 1, and bi = ai for all oth.s!r i. 
Heince 
-- 
d&q) = d(&-(ai,lT!)) = . . . = d(a--(a+)) . 
When %en have 
-- 
d(~-aj+l)=a~pl+l =a:. I+2 =..-=a~. . 
l+ I 
Further d(p-ai+i ) c d(~EL~ J + 1, d(&(aj-1)) = d(cu---(a$))--1, 
-2 -_ 
while for all other k:, d(a-k) = d@-4). Hence !I,*~+~  1 ~2 a&I + 1 +I, 
4J 
= (J* oj-l, and bg = a; for all. other k so that p* > cy* by (M). v 
We remark that PA CL :s not imply that there is an even number of 
covering relations; s111c:e ifaj 32jtl + 2,@ covers (...,aj-1, ait,+l, . ..) 
by kgth (*) and (et,. 
Corollary 2.9. Q v Q.’ =: (C-I* A a’*)*, where A MS defined iri &position 
2.2. 
CorolSaq~ 2.10 I’ht? maximum number of elemenrs a partition can cover ..* 
is ulsc: c’(fl 3 = [ $ (t/l 1+8n)-3)3 and, in fact, (cfl, c, c- 1, . . . . 2,1> and its 
&xl if-!- l,c,r;-1, . ..) 2.1,l 9 l **9 1) are covered br as welk as cover c ele- 
mevtx Xote hw~~wr. for example, that (4,2) C~W’YS the c(6) = 2 ele- 
p!?Pr”l t..: (3 J) and {4,1,1) but is covered by only (5,l). 
Proposition 2.11. Some c/asses of distinguished intervals in L, are the 
lattices k L,, consisting of those n-partitions with al = k w,tiose :nax’mak 
clem~~ i’s given b_;! k 1 = (AI, . ,. , k, H- [n/k 1 k) and whose minimal ele- 
rzzzut J gil en by k 0 = (k. 1 I I, . . . . 1). Dually, we have the intell*vals Lf of n2- 
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partitiotls with ap > ap + 1 = 0 d3mt? fna_th, ‘--f-d eiemerzt is giverl by 1p = 
(I;-p+ I,1 ) . ..) 1) arzd whose minimal element is Op = ( (U/D), . . . . (n/p], 1 
blpl , .-=* [n/p] ), where (rr/p) means the least integerhreater t!larl or 
eatial to n/p. We also have the intervals ic L$ o.f n-partitions into p parts 
with greatest part k (which will be empty ur~less n-p+ 5 2 k > (n/p) ). 
Prsof.ItiseasytoseethatcuE:L,, hasal =kiffkl<_cw<kO,olEkL,I 
iff or* E L$ k 1 * = Ok, and k 0* = 1 k. Furthermore k LE = kL,, n LE , T 
which is an interval. 
Lemma 2.12. 
Cai 1 , l **, ai n )a 





Let cq, . . . . a, be a set rbf n-partitions stlch that ai = 
Therl the set has il conlmon pairwise infirnrrm (i.e., ai A ai 
alli#j)iff_fi~ral?c~ [l,n],thereisans~ [l,r] such 
c 
ai,k = k=j 
a. 
J k I 
2 5 a,,k foralli.jE [l,s-“1 U [s+I,r], 
k=l 
iff for all c, there is an s such tkat 
2 aikzk$CalVk> 2 ask for all i, j # s . 
k=c ’ k=c ’ 
Proof. The first two conditions are easily seen to be equivalent 
$9 . . . . 8,_ to have a common pairwise infimum in Pn+ 1 (a prod1 
chains). The third condit an is equivalent o the second noting 
E;=laik =?l. 
9 
Proposition 2.I. 3. Iu L, there are no sublattices of the form 
. 




and let c be the largest integer such that cFzC ?i,k are no! all equal. Hence 
by Lemma 2.1: , we may 3ssur,1e that 
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Sut 
HCXW: a1 9c < a2,c = a3,c while a I,j F a2,j = a3,j for allj > c. Rut then ----- -- 
4q ---k) = d(a2 -kj = d(q -k) for all k C al,, 5 while 
LE(qFC ) < d(F27; ) = d(q?$ ) = c . 
Hence if al C + ! 
’ 
=b, thenforallk<b,a~k=a~k=ajk,whilea~h 
C (lr,b = qt, l Thereforear,b < &;,r, =~?5,~‘and b; Lemka 2.12,~;: 
ai and a3 cannot have a ccmmon pairwise infimum and so al, 32 and 
ar3 canlno3f have a common pairwise supremum. 
3. htwval structure and the Miibius function of L, 
Definition 3.1. If a covers (Y’, we say a’ is a cocover of ~1. The cocover 
COJ?+OWW ts &a!‘, a) of Q’ (relative to a) form the pair (i, j) if Q’ and (Y’” 
differ in the ifh and jfh components. As in Proposition 2.3, if j = i + 1, 
we occasionally denote the pair by (i, jj* and if ai-aj r= 2, by (i, j)**. If 
K[o!‘, (rj = (it j) and K(&‘, ar) = (k, HZ), where i is less than k, we say that 
rllr ‘ dnd 131” are nonoverlapping cocovers if j < k, partially overlappirtg 
if j = k: and jiu[ly overlapping if j = k + fi (in which case neither cy’ nor 
Q”’ are (*)-cocovers and 0 has the structure ai- = ai+1 = . . . = aj_ 1 (or 
L!kJ=(liSmI =ak+2+1 =...=a,_1 + 1 = am + 2). These are all possible 
cases. 4 proper (**)-cocover (Y’ is one which is n(se a (*)-cocover (i.e., 
Oi-Uj =: 2 and j-i 2 2). 
Proposition 3.2. lf a' and CX” are cocovers of cy with Mcu’, ar) = (i, j) alzd 
K(&‘, a) = (k, m) (rvittl i < k), then the interval d = [&A (Y”, IX] in L, has 
one of the three Jrollorving structures: 
(i) if’s’ ad CC’ are (a) rlonoverlapping, (b) partial& overbapJ3irtg (*)- 
CMY~ vers,, or (c) fir//y overlapping, then 
289 
and for the convei*se case: 
Proof. We examine the cases noting that they are exhaustive. Ef a’ A CY” = 
y, then we recall that 
Hence if Q’ and CY” are nonoverlapping, then 
3;=(a,,...,ai__~, Cli-l,..., aj+l, . . . . U,---I,..., U,,, +-l,..., a,,) ; 
and if they overlap, then 
In case (i) (a), fiy is clearlv 3 (k, in) cocovcr of CX’ and an 0, i) ~mw~~r of‘ . 
a” with no othk:r elements in the interv.31. In case (i) (b), y is ;t Ck, ~7 )* 
cocover of cy’ and an (i, i)” cocover of 01” with no other elements in tx 
interval. In case ii) (c), y is a (j. PT-2 j** cocover of CY’ and an Ci. kF* co- 
clover of a” and the interval is dual to the one in ci) 0~). 
In case (ii), assume 0’ is a (+cocover ;tnd a” i4 d paoptls ( * *. )-cocovt’r. 
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Then 7 is a K” (i, j) cocover Of’ cy” since a,!‘-+” = ai-(Qj- 1) > ai--ai 2 2. 
Further 
is, ar, rz-partitior, since Ui- 1 > aj and aj (=ak ) = ak+ 1 + 1. Hence 6! is a 
5 
(j. k-+1)* cocover of ~lc’ and a (k-+1, m)** cocover of y. There are no other 
partitions in the interval. 
In case (iii), p = (...,q_ 1 -1 ,aj, ak+l +I9 l ) is a (j-1 ,I+ 1)“” cocover 
of a (with $_1 = $ = $+, ) and fully overlaps with ar’ and ayIp. It is the 
only other cocover of Q’ in the irlterval. Applying (i) (c), we note that 
the intervals [Q’ A ip. a] and [a” A /3, a] both contain only four ele- 
ments and 
while 
P A a” = (..., ak__l -4, . . . . a,,+l, . ..) = (..., bk+* -1, . . . . b,,+l, . ..) 
which are nonoverlapping (**)-cocovers of p (separated by the jth com- 
ponent) with infimum a’ A a”, so that again applying (i) (c) we are 
done. 
Corollary 3.3. If there are two saturated chains of length p and q, resl)ec- 
timely, between fl and QI it1 L, , the11 for all i E [ p, q ] , l-here exists a sa tzd- 
rated chain ;‘rom p to ty of length i. 
Proof. We use Y.nduction on q. If q = 1 or 2, we are done trivially. Other- 
wise, assume the theorem holds for all p’ and q’, where (I’ < q, and without 
loss of generality let p =y 1 -g y2 <; .._. c_vr = a be a minimal length chain 
andp=sl< x2<...<xq = Q be a maximal etlgth chain. Let y = 
J’p_] A kq-1. Referring to Proposition 3..2, if cases (i) or (iii) hold for 
the interval [~,a], WC will be done noting that both intervals have the 
Jordan chain condition. If case (ii) applies, assume yP _ 1 covers y (the 
proof would be similar if x,! _ 1 covered y). Let C be any chain r from 
F to y- Then there is a chain of length r-f- 1 from fi to y, _ l . There is 
slso a chain of length p- I from fl to _v,, _1 I By the minimality of p, 
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I+ 1 > p- 1, and 5y the maximality of y, F+ 2 < (7. Hence the induction 
hypothesis assures us of chains of all leng,ths irom /l--l to r+ 1 in the 
interval [p, 3/‘, _ I ] and hence chains of all lengr: s from p to ~-2 in the 
interval E/3, a]. Similarly, there are chains of all lengths r+ 2 to y- 1 in 
the interval [p, xq _ 1 ] and hence chains of all lengths from r+3 to CI in 
l[P,4 . But 1~. r+21 u [r-+3, ql = Ip* ql . 
Definition 3.4. An overlapping path P= (ai, . . . , am ) f>f CII is a consecutive 
subsequence of components which is associated wit4 a sequence S of 
0 verlapping coca vers a 1 , . . . . a, of a, where K(aI , a) = (i, j), A’@,, ct) = 
(k, IN) and QLi overlaps cyi+ I (either partMy or fully for all i E [ 1% Y - 11 ). 
Proposition 3.5. An ovcrlappitlg path (ai, . . . . a,,, ) is characterized by the 
following corzds’tiom for all k E [i, m- 1 ] : 
(i)ifak =ak_r 1, theta k > i and a k _ 1 -- uk <, 1, arzd also k < fit-- 1 alld 
ak+l -ak+z 5 1; 
(ii) if ak =ak+l +-1,rhen k> iandak_,-ak < l,orelse k< m-l 
and CLk,l -ak+2 I 1. 
Proof. This is a routin: exercise using Propositicn 2.3 cir Proposition 
3.2 noting that ak = Q+, are both part of an overlapping path iff for 
somePa’ES, K(&L)=Ij,p)** withj< k<p-t,andak =ak-+] + 1 are 
both part of an overlapping path iff for some (Y’ E S, K(a’, a) = (j. p)** 
with j <_ k < p- 1. 
Proposition 3.6. For cy > /3, p is the infimunz of rlernerzts covered by a 
iff 6 = o-_P /s a vector of alterplating ones a?ld rzgutive oiles arbitraril~~ 
spaced by zeros S~ICIZ that if di = 1, di+ 1 = . . . = di+j_ 1 = 0 ~/lcl d,+i = - 1, 
then (ai, . . ..ai+j ) is m overlappiqq path. Further, if these puths are giveiz 
byP(@,cw)=P ,,..., Pq,andS1 ,.... Sq are the associated ovcrluppirlg CO- 
covers, theri p = A [S, U . . . U Sq }. 
PrOOf. USiilg infimum in LY,, , j 79 
Of (Y) iff hj = mil;li,, Gij 
ir, &i (where 61 is a set of cocovers 
=6j-1 iffp<j< 4, where(p,c/)=K(a’.a) fx 
some d E q (and is equal to 2,. cltherwise) iff cii - bj = 1 or 0. But 6 # = 
c.ii = 8, which must be a sequence gf zeros and ones, Ivhik maximal 
consecutive sequences of ones, (d& _ l + l=) di = d):, 1 = . . . = d):,j_ 1 = 1 
(= t&+j -t 1 ), correspond to overkpping cecover sequences of al associat- 
,:d with overlapping paths (ai, . . . . ai+j). But d, = & -d;,_ 1 , SO that dj = 
d. ,+I = . . . = cJi* j- 1 = 0 and d,+j = -1 e 
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We now examine what freedom we have in select:.ing the set I given 
At fl is a cocover inl?mum of ~1. 
Proof. If K(aj, Q) =: (q, r), then by Proposition 3.6, d:tj must be contained 
in, an overlapping sequence of cocovers associated with a maximal over- 
Lapping path le, = (Q, . . . . arlr ). But if q = k or r = m, then the deletion of 
a!/ from the infimum would give a new path and not the same infimum. 
ASso, after the deletion of aj, the path P must still be overlapping. But 
this can only happen under the above conditions. 
ikfinitbn 3.8. In an overlapping sequence of cocovers, an acritical chain 
of coc3vcrs, c = Q 1 , . . . . ak is one, where K(Qi, a) = (p+i. p + 2 + i)** for 
ant:! i E 1 1, k] , (Y 1 and ak fully overlap with other members of s, and C 
is maximal with respect o this property. An acritical chain of compc- 
nc0ts in (ai, . . . . aj) i?; of the following form in an overlapping path: 
(U-- 1, n--3 &M, “.) rz-m + 1, FZ---FTZ) preceded by either FZ = ai; . . . . n-l; or 
. . . . II + q, FZ and followed bl; either y1--~?+-- 1 = aj; w--FJI, . . . . or E-??I-- 1 y 
II-- F?l-- Y, . . . with 4, r > 2. The length Z(C) of a chain is the number of 
cocovers in it or the number of its components less two (k or m-2 above). 
A critica cover is one which is not in an acritical chain. The length 
of ;rn overlapping path Z(P) is the number of critical covers it is associat- 
ed with. It can be computed give!: the path (‘ii, . . . . a,‘) by p1 +p2+p3, 
where p1 is the number of i such that aj--ai+ 1 ‘, 2 UE [i, wz- 1 ] ). p2 
is tk number of maximal consecutive subsequences of equdl compo- 
fitTll’l~.S Uj = oj+ 1 = . . . = ak (i < j < k < m), and p3 is the nurnber of times 
the Jubsequences . . .. Gj+l , ft+tj, aj- 1” aj-ke . . . . . . . . aj + k, aj + 1, aj, aj- 1, .-.; 
u I:{ -l.ai--2, . . . . ora,, +%,a, 
b&- i If critical (p, p + 2)** 
+ 1, a,n appear (k > 2) (i.e., the num- 
cocovers). 
For example, ifP= (12,11,10,9,8,7,7,7,6,5,4,3,0), thenpi = 1 (3,0), 
1’2 =: I (7,7,7), p3 = 2 (12,ll ,lO) and (5,4,3,0), so that Z(P) = 4. There 
are two 3critical chains C’, = (1 i ,10,9,8,7) and C, = (7,6,5,4) with 
AC’, ) = 3 and E(C, ) = 2. 
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L&mma 3.9 (Combinatorial Lemma). For a sequence al, . . . . ak of ek- 
ments, the number f(k, m) of ways to choose a subsequence of m ele- 
ments such that no two consecutive elements are both left out is given 
bY (?_',t,>. 
Further, F(k) = 2; &--1)” f(k, m) f 1 -k (m.sd 3) taking as residue 
reprexn tatives 0,l or - 1. 
Proof. Ti ;: first statement is [ 5, Lemma 2.21, where it gives the recursion 
f(k, m) := j’(k- I . m -1) + f(k-2,m-1). 
The second statement then follows since F(0) = 1 E 1-O (mod 3): 
F(l)=O= l-l (mod3)and ’ 
F(k) = 5 (-1)” f(k,m) 
m=O 
=- & (_l)“-’ . [j(k-l,in-l)+f(k-2,fn--l)] 
m=O 
= - (F(k--l)+F(k-2)) s -(2--k)-(3-A:) (not1 3) z 3-k (m&3), 
But if x and ~7 are distinct integers from ( I:- 1 ,(I: ,, t:nen --_s -y is ah 
l,- 1 or 0 and different from .Y and y. 
Proposition 3.10. The Mobzus function of 5,? is given 6~) r_r@, a) = 0 if 
a-p is not an alternating sequence of ones and negative ones (spaced 
bv zeros) or if the components between any one and the ,siJCCeeding 
negative one is not a connected path. 
Otherwise, if P(p, (x) = P, u . . . ‘3 Pq, I@, a) = ZZFG1 IfPi) (the SWZI of- 
the path lengths), C, , . . . , Cr are all the acritical chains Ci C_ Pj *for some 
j E [ I,4 , and m@, ar) = II:= 1 (1 -/‘(Ci)): then &3, cu) E (- I )“@J M&a) 
(mod 3), where the representatives are taken from 0,l or --- 1. 
Proof. Dualizing [ 2, (5.1 )] jnd applying it to [/3,01] , we x;c3 that p@,c? = 
R, -R,, where R, is the number of even subsets of cocovers of a whose 
infirnum is QI and R, is the numblx of odd subsets. 
But any subset must contain all critical clxovers K, so we obtain 
~(&a) = (-l)z(@@) [RE-Rb 1, where RE is the number of even subsets 
of acriticai cocovers whose infimum with the critica; cocove:-s K’ is 0 
and similarly for I?:. But RL--Rb = II;= 1 (h?Ei-Rbi>e where R :i it< the num- 
ber of even subsets of acritical cocovers of cy whose infimum with K is 
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K I\ Ci and similarly for I?‘,,. But using Proposition 3.7, a subset of ~72 
acritical cocovers of CII in c) satisfies, this condition iff it is anf(k, HI) 
:t of Lemma 3.9, an-\ for those subset~~ we computed thar REi-Rbi = 
l-4 (mod 3) wrth rel?rescntatives 0,1 or --I. The proposition and its 
ccrollarl/ below then hollow using the canonii;al ring homomorphism 
from Z ‘10 2, and noting that al product of zeros, ones, and negative 
ems 1s zero, one, or negative 0ne. 
Examples 3.12. ?‘he interval in Proposition 3.2 (iii) has Mobius func- 
tion zero even though fl is the infimum of cocovers of CL For the ex- 
ample followi~~g Definition 3.8,~((12,11,10,9,8,7.7,7,6,5,4~.3,0), (11, 
11,10,9,8,7,7,7,~~,5,4,3,!))~(-l)4(1-3)(1-2)(mod3)=--1. 
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Dejfimition 4.1. The normalized szm vector g of a partition ~1= (a1 , . . . , an) 
is the concave n-tup’:e of integers (al --1 j Q,~ +a2 -2, . . ..&--i. . . . I 0). (Note 
that z consists of the last n entries of L-0.) 
Not only does zefficiently reflect the ordering on L, , but the func- 
tiCUl@(U)=Ck*Z =a1 (aI --l)+ . . . +LZi’;;i +. . . has some uslefut properties. 
We remark here that in characterizing z among concave normalized 
(rz+ I)-tuples we observe the inelegant property that & ---&+ li I 1. 
An important problem in combinatorics is the study ofJI(a, fi), the 
(@I)-matrices with row sum a and column surn /3. In particular, &V(ar”,fl) 
was shown by Gale and Ryser [5] to be nonempty iff cy 2 fl and had a 
unique member iff Q! = /3. A general formula for the nu.mber IM(cx*,P)I 
of malrices in this class would be qf great interest in the light of some 
of the recent work of Snapper f63 and others. Using properties of L,, 
we suggest ways of estimating i~M(cu*, /3)I and as an example of cur meth- 
ods @ve a lower bound which is exact for or >$. 
The proof of the following proposition is routine and omitted. 
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Proposition 4.2. For j < k, if ai = 6; + 1, &$ = hk - 1 and ai = bi fi~r a// 
other i (in particular ifar >- p), ther; 
N&)-O(P) = (bj-bk) + (k-j) f 1 = (aj--ak) + (k--j)- 1 . 
Corollary 4.3. If a! ? p, then ~#I(cY) > @(p). Further, Q(O) = 0, gk: I ) =c td2 --n 
and gS(ar) + $(a* > = n2 -n. 
Proof. One checks e(O) = 0, @(l) = ~z(n- 1); and Proposition 4.2 SLOWS 
that for covering pairs ar > p, we have 
@(cY) -#(fi) = bj-bk + (k-j) -t 1 2 2, 
and hence 4 is strictly monotonic. We prJ:re that #(cY) +$(a* ) = ,12 -+I 
by “induction on k = rank(a), the length, of a maximal chain in L, from 
Oto~.Ifk=O,then~(O)+~(O*)=@(l). 
Assume that for all fi of rank less than JI, @(p* ) +#@) = II* -a, and let 
p < CL Then using Proposition 2.3, we have CX* < p*, and if “;; = a; -t 1 
and b; = 3; -1, then a; -ai + 1 = k-j while bi-bk i- 1 I= q-p, so that 
from Proposition 4.2, $(a) -$(fl) = $@3”: ) -#(a* ). and aence @(pi) +~$(a*) 
= QI(@) +(p(p’” ) = & -n. 
Proof. We note that {Iw(y*, r)i = 1 since this class contains the cano,nU 
matrix M(f) with no ones lying to the right or below any zero. But 
any other matrix in the class must have the same number of ones in 
each column and if, for example, there is :J one lyirlg below a zero, then., 
since another one cannot be moved up to compensate, a row sum must 
be strictly decreased. 
More generahly, if/U’ E M(y*, 6) and 6 and y agree in the first q com- 
ponents, then the first q columns of M agree with &&y* >. Similarly, if 
6” and y* agree in the first r components, then ,iiiy matrix in 1zl(y*, 6) e 
must agree with rc/l(S* ) in the first i rows. 
Now assume CY > p with K(& CX) = (j, k). Consider iM E M(cx*, 0) in 
block form MS, (s, p E [ 1,3 ] ), where M,, is the submatrix of J! generat- 
ed by the coluimns [ 1, j- I ] for p = 1, [j,li] forp- 2 and [k-t 1, II] for 
P” 3, and the TOM-S [ I :, u,~ 1 for s = 1, [ak -k 1? aj 1 fo: s = 2 am; 1.~~ -t- 1,I? 1 
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fcr s = 3. The11 using Pqmsitiom 2.3, we note that ai = bi for all i < j 
and a; = bi* for all i < bk = ak -t 1, SO that the first j- 1 coiumns and 
rak rows are uniquely d&rmined by M(ar* ) and M(P* ), respectively. 
,,enc?: M has the block form M, 1 = Al, z 2 M2 i = 1 (a submatrix al! of 
whose entries are ones), AI, 3 = M((ak + 1 p . . ,, art )* 1 and MS 1 = 
JW(~;~~, . . . . a;:). But then, since 41~ = bi for i > k and a,: t= b;: for i > aj, 
*we conclude that M,, := M,, = M,, = 0 (a submatrix of all zeros). 
If ar > p by (*), then k-j := 1, so M,, is an (ai-+) X 2 block whose 
column sums ue aj-ak - 1 = I?& + 1 and 1, respectively, and whose 
row sums are all equal (and hence equal to one). But this means that 
there is exactly one zero in the first column of M,, and that z%:ro de- 
termines the one in the second column. Since there are aj-%fk = 
1~ -b,k + 2 = bj-bk + (k-j) + 1 =: @(a) -G(p) rows and hence choices 
for AIL2 and M, we are-done. 
!f a! iS a (**)-cover of fl, then aj--ak - 1 = 1, so M,, is 21 2 .X (k--j+ 1) 
block whose column sums are all equal to one and whose second row 
sum is one, and again there arc k--j+ 1 = bi--bk + (k-j)+ 1 such distinct 
blocks .*nd hence matrices. 
We now consider the general class M(ar*, fl). 
Definition 4.5. For the following discussion, let Q ’ 2 .a and j > i be 
fixed. We then define M(t,r*, /3; i, j, t) to be the class of all matrices 
J.1 E ,U(cu*, ki) with exactly f rows su& that in thosO rows there is a 
one in column i and a zero jn c 4umn i (and hence: bi-bj + t rows with 
a one in column i and a zero in column j). HenccJ 
IM(d. py = %i I/w@*, P;i, j. OJ . 
r=U 
For M, M' E /M(a* ., /3‘)I, define the equivalence relation M -- M' if M 
can be ‘lransforrrled into A? by transposing submatrices of the form 
: ] with columns / and j. Clearly, M E A&Y*, /3; i, j, t) iff &Z’ is. Equiv- 
alence classes under this reiation are called (i, j, t)-corzfigzcations 
M(cc*, p; i, ,i, c; C’>. Then 
IMa*. P;i, j. t;C)I = ( 2t+bt’-bj) 
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where IC’, I is the number of (i, j, t).configurations. 
Yf y .< /3 and K(?, p) = (i, j), then every matrix M in M(a*, p) has at 
least two rows with a one in column Rand zero in column j. Interchang- 
ing one of these ones with the zero on the same row, we get a matrix 
M’ in M(a*, p). Further, M’ E M(a!*, /3; I, j, t + l), ancii all matrices equiv- 
alent to M are transformed into matrices equivalent o M’ under this 
interchange operation, aind conversely ;ny matrix equivalent o 114’ can 
be obtained from a matrix equivalent o M (the structure of the two 
configurations are both determined uniquely by the position of all the 
entries except those where for a given rc:jw Y, HZ, i # HI, ,- and hence 
6 # HZ&,). For all t 2 0, thi_s gives us a !-I co;responhence between 
(i, ), t)-configurations of M(ry* , p) with L, j, t+ 1 )-configurations of 
M(a* , y). Thus we obtain the formula 
IM((.py)( = 5 (2’+c;-‘)~ql 
t=O 
bi 
= IM(a*,y; i, j: O)I + IM((x*,j3)I + C 
t=O 
((2f+tb+ir bi)---t2’+ ‘;_h’)) IC,I 
A close inspection of the !atter formula should give good information 
about the size of M(ar* $1.. As an illustration we will conclude with a 
lower bound for IM(cw”, ,3)\ which generalizes the Gale-Ryser Theorem 
and Proposition 4.4 9311 t does not take into account the exponential 
growth of M(ar*,fl) as p decreases in L,* for Q >3 0, and in the extreme 
case gives II@- 1) as a lower bound for the number of 12 X n permuta- 
tion matrices. 
Proposition 4.6. If7 i /3 < a, then IM(ar*, r)l 2 MYa*, P)l+ VW* ,741 
md hence lb!@*, ?)I > @‘a)-@(y). 
Proof. The latter inequality holds for Q > ‘y by Proposition 4.4. It %en 
follows for all Q! > y from the first part of the proposition, and irdduc- 
tion on the length of a ch,Cn between y and CY. TOI prove the first inequal- 
ity, we use Definition 4.5 and show that in the two cases of iI (*) and 
(6: *) ::cjI’er we have 
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2 t/Mu?*, r)/ = (~i-bj) + +i) - 1. 
Since bi-bj 2 2, 
C2r+ br- b* t 92 ( 
with strict ineqtialit>y w.tien l > 0. 
Fit%, assume K(r,P) = (i, i + 1)” and let hi-bj = S. Then we must 
show that 
> bj-bi + (i + 1 -i) .- 1 = bj-bi . 
But we saw above that the latter illequality is strict llnless ICoI = 1 and 
&I = 0 for 211 t :, 0. But if this were the case, then @(CM*, p)would con- 
sist of a unique configuration Co which would mean that no one could 
lie to the right of a zero in rows i 2nd i + 1, and for no other pair of 
columns could a one lie to the rigjlt of a 0 since then we could find a 
transposition which would give at least two configurations. Hence we 
would have that M(a*,?Q = M(a), vlhich contradicts the fact that 0 > CL 
NOW assume K(y$) = (i, j-j**, vvhere j-i = k 2 2. In this case bi-bj = 
2, so we must show that 
c ((‘;;f) -(2r:2 
t=O 
)NC,l f iM(a*,y;i,j, O)I 2 
2 C (t+ I j{C,I-1-I~~(cu*,,yJi,j, O)I 2 k+ 1 . 
f=O 
Consider A! E M(cu*. P) with the k- 1 columns Ci+ 1, . . . , C’_ 1 . We ~111 a 
Icolumn CP i-proper if it has 2 one lying to the right of a zero in column 
A and j-proper if it has a zero lying to the left of a one in column j
tp E [I+ 1 J-1 ] ). OtheMse, we call it improper. If there is an i-proper 
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C”, then since there are also two ones in Ci I$ng to the left of zeros 
in Cp, transposition among these entries gives us two addirional equiv- 
alence classes of M(a*. &I, and for each ad 
or Cq # Ci , where Ci 
itionalyE [it l,j--l],C, =C, 
is Cp, after one of the transpositions has been 
made. In either case interchanging columns 4 and p increases one of 




Similarly, we may transpose with column j if Cp is j-proper. 
We now assume that all Cp are improper. Since there are at least 
two ways to interchange azero and one between Ci and Ci, for every 
p E [i + 1, j-41 we may find an interchange such that Cp # Ci after 
the interchange has been made, ?nd hence by making the (O-l ) inter- 
chang: and then interchanging the columns Cp and Ci, we get dis‘inci 
elements of M(a*, r; i, j, 0) since Cp is improper. Thus IM&*, y; i, j, O)I 
2 I\: - k , while C%,(t + 1) IC, I 2 1. But if both inequalities were equal- 
ities we could conclude as in the first case that no transpositions could 
be made and that M(a:*,p) = M(a). 
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